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SecretaryRole

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

It's a point of difference for Whanganui, to have so many & varied open space options.

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

... especially in time of crisis, eg Covid

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

This is a key focus for the Trust Board

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Locals & visitors love the sense of place and community here

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Again, a key objective for the Trust Board

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Partly to future-proof the community

We understand that there is a WDC vision to develop a cycle trail from the city to Mowhanau Beach , including Westmere 

Lake and Bason Gardens on the way. The Board is interested in the concept of taking the trail into and through the 

Gardens. It would encourage the public to appreciate some areas in the Gardens that few people encounter at present. 

Some parts of the trail within the Gardens would be eye-poppingly striking.

Further comments

OnlineSubmission method
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LeadRole

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

As the urbanisation of New Zealand continues and ever increasing proportions of our population are sequestered 

in towns and cities, it is vital that we provide a wide variety of easily accessible and safe spaces, for sport, 

recreation, quiet enjoyment and contemplation, and tree bathing. 

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/travel/article/forest-bathing-nature-walk-health.

Urbanisation has deprived, or severely reduced, the opportunity for communities to interact with their natural 

environment; the flora and fauna that were our partners in evolution, and we need this interaction for both mental 

and physical health.

This is well expressed in council's strategy documents where they reference the Tangata whenua view . As a 

people, we must look to our future, creating policies and actions that bring us closer to our rich, diverse, yet in 

many ways, common cultural heritage. We are people of the land, of the natural environment. There is a deep and 

necessary need to be connected to it.

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

On June 10th, the "Back the Blooms on Bastia" group hosed a screening of a documentary about the "Eden 

Project". This was, and is, a massive, extremely successful, environmental and educational undertaking to 

preserve our planet's biodiversity. It has resulted not only in the preservation of rare, endangered, at risk, or even 

just the mundane, plant material, but also been a great boon to the economy of Cornwall, England and a means 

connecting people to their plant heritage, through demonstration, education and interaction.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Again, "Back the Blooms on Bastia" fully support the WDC in this goal. 115 Mt View Rd, and its heritage, is a living 

demonstration of creating biodiversity, and using that diversity to produce benefits to our society, all the time 

preserving an open space which has become a sanctuary for local fauna

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

A society that does not address this goal is a poor, unequal, disadvantaged society. We have an obligation as a 

functioning, caring society to look after our whole community. Again, this is the Tangata whenua view, one that 

should for the basis of our society

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Very much explained already, the Tangata whenua view again.

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

We would like to see some emphasis on the health benefits , both mental and physical, of our interactions with the 

environment and its open spaces. As a society, we need to understand better how we react with the environment 

and the benefits that this interaction brings. From an understanding of where our food comes from and how it is 

used, to the enormous diversity of useful plant and animal material that we, as a specie, have developed to sustain 

us. In other words, we must not only preserve our environment, we must also learn from it.

OnlineSubmission method
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From:
To: !Policy Submissions
Subject: Open Spaces Policy submission addaition
Date: Monday, 20 June 2022 3:54:38 pm

Hi Louise,
After talking with Stephanie today, I'd like to add a further comment to my earlier
submission, 

In supporting Council's Open Spaces Policy we suggest Council could have in
place some incentive or support to groups, individuals or organisations that are
working towards creating an open urban space.

Perhaps Council could facilitate a process to help such initiatives?

In our case we have an historically important site with much heritage value that
came up for sale with little time to raise awareness, or the funds to save it. Having
a body to which one could apply,  to both bring it to the attention of council, and
seek assistance for the project, would have been most useful. Such a body
could well contribute to future open space acquisitions.

Kind regards
Terry Dowdeswell
Back the Blooms on Bastia

https://www.115mtview.onbastia.co.nz/
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ChairmanRole

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

The City by providing good walk and cycle ways in safe open spaces, which encourage its people to get out and 

use them. Virginia Lake is a very well used one of those place

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

From the Awa to the other many environmentally attractive places the City punches above its weight.

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

AgreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Attachments

Open Spaces Review Whanganui D C.docx

Formal Submission attached

Further comments

OnlineSubmission method
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                      Whanganui District Council: Open Space and Physical Activity Review  

                              Submission on behalf of Virginia Lake Trust Inc and Volunteers 

 

The Trustees of our Trust simply wish to draw to the attention of the Council and its staff the existence of the 
“Virginia Lake Reserve Management Plan” document which was adopted by Council in about April 2009. The Trust 
made submissions to that Plan and was heard.  This sets out a vision, objectives and policies for Virginia Lake which 
we perceive as still being very relevant today.  

This latter document followed five previous reports commissioned by and paid for by our Trust. The first of these 
was a “Strategic Planning Review” by Boffa Miscall Ltd in 2004, followed by four further reports by Bryan Gould of 
New Plymouth, “Aborcultural Assessment” of October 2006, “Tree Work Priorities” of May 2007, “Targeted Tree 
Work Proposals” of July 2009 and “Conifer Plateau Tree Removals” of April 2013. 

As part of the originally adopted Plan, much has been achieved, some priorities have changed over time or have 
needed to be amended, enhancements are obvious and that Plan retains relevance with a little tweaking. To us the 
recognition of the Trust by appointment of a Council officer to maintain liaison, is as important as ever. As part of 
this current review there is little point in changing or moving away from that document.  “ If it ain’t broke don’t fix 
it”! 

When Sandy Dobbin called together a meeting of concerned citizens in 1998 the Lake Reserve was a shadow of how 
it presents today. The main tracking was reasonable for public access, many planting were well established as were 
other physical features but weed infestation was rampant, rogue tree re-growth was extensive  and general 
maintenance was poor overall.  The public response was immediate with the establishment of the Volunteers Group 
who started work two mornings a month. The Trust, who had already garnered funds after the first meeting, was set 
up in 2000 and since then has invested in excess of $500,000 to enhance this iconic place. We have consulted with 
our volunteers and trustees and our collective desire is that it remains as a well cared for, restful and enjoyable 
environment for our citizens and visitors alike. 

Specific matters that are worthy of reflection upon, in no particular order, are: 

#  1  The original concept for the Lake was developed by the Wanganui Beautifying Society, whose Queen, Pura 
McGregor, won the competition and the right to plan the surrounds as a mixed woodland of native and exotic flora 
& fauna. We wish to ensure this legacy continues. 

#  2  Over time residential development around the lake has intensified and Council needs to be wary that this must 
never be allowed to detract from the ambience of this special place, i.e. by the killing of established trees to enhance 
lake views and dumping of garden waste, to name a couple. 

#  3  That commercial activity of the current scale is acceptable and adequate so long as it does not conflict with the 
Management Plan and maintains an appropriate level of good service to lake users. 

#  4  Parking can be an issue. The Great North Road side is often taxed and may need extending. Also it could be 
modestly relieved if more off road spaces were provided at Virginia Road or Brassey Road. 

#  5  The policy of a dog/cycle free environment is often breached, we perceive. 
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Westmere School PrincipalRole

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

It is great that you are thinking about our natural environment and providing infrastructure that will enhance these 

environments for regular use by the public. A Rapanui Road Walking and Cycling trail can only encourage the 

public and our school to get out and about in our local environment more.

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

It is crazy to think that NONE of our 223 children at Westmere School currently bike or walk to school on a regular 

basis. Parents are just too worried about the speed and driving attitudes to allow their children to use the local 

roads. A trail can only enhance children's health and wellbeing.

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

A local trail will allow the school to visit great community resources , such as Westmere Lake and the Bason 

Botanic Gardens on a more regular basis. We currently have to hire buses to visit these places at an obvious cost 

to the school. The school is committed to supporting Westmere Lake and the organisations who are currently 

engaged in regeneration programmes there.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

With the push towards delivering a strong 'Local Curriculum'' schools need to have the ability to engage with local 

environments, historical sites and local resources. The proposal of a Rapanui Road Walking and Cycling Trail will 

give Westmere School the opportunity to more freely explore these great resources .

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

The school already owns a set of bicycles but only use these on the school bike track within the school grounds, a 

local walking/bike trail certainly opens positive opportunities for EOTC (education outside the classroom). This 

could be either biking or running or walking to and from local parks such as Westmere Lake or the Bason Botanic 

Gardens.

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

The proposed Rapanui Road Walking and Cycling Trail wold certainly meet some needs of Westmere School but 

also our local community. It would also be a great asses for those in the wider community to enjoy a safe trail to 

Mowhanau rather than using the narrow roads.

Westmere School fully endorses the proposed Rapanui Road Walking and Cycling Trail and we believe it would be an 

awesome asset that adds onto the other trails around the Whanganui area.

Further comments

OnlineSubmission method
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

The general direction is good, but I feel we need much more ambition in our planting, development, and activation 

of our existing spaces. We also need to work with communities earlier in the process than we currently do , and 

make an explicit commitment to co-design processes. We need more rewilding - both in large areas like our 

remaining wetlands, and in urban forest and wetland pockets, and a goal of increasing native birdlife in 

Whanganui. 

All of this requires a bold increase in investment. Particularly - we need to have the resources for maintenance, so 

that we are no longer limiting our ambitions because we feel we lack the ability to maintain the areas we develop.

Goals

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

We need to do more development and planting to make our open spaces more visible , open and welcoming to 

multiple purposes, to give them personality and a sense of their pre-environment, and to allow them to enrich our 

wellbeing.

AgreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Not just value and protect, but also restore. We need to rebuild ecosystems like our remaining wetlands, and 

create urban forests and wetland pockets. We need to combine this with a trapping program to encourage native 

birdlife in the city.

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

We need to be bolder and more interesting with our planting choices , and draw on what we have being doing in 

our homes and private spaces over our last century. Rangiora Street is so effective because it builds on a very 

uniquely Whanganui approach to gardening that mixes natives and exotics, and can be seen at Bason Botanic 

Gardens, Paloma Gardens, and Castlecliff front yards. When plane trees needed to be removed from Taupo Quay 

last year, we missed an opportunity to create a new personality for that area, because we simply replaced them 

with new plane trees. The personality of our city has evolved since we planted them a century ago, and future, 

similar instances should be an opportunity to provide Whanganui approaches to natives and exotics, driven by 

co-design, that reflect our unique culture.

AgreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

We need to do more development and planting to make our open spaces more visible , open and welcoming to 

multiple purposes. This includes beautifying our sports and recreation areas and finding ways to make them more 

welcoming to new purposes.

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

522/06/2022
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Co-design: We need to explicitly aim in this document to do more co-design with the community. This is a different 

process to the consultation we currently do. We need to bring in communities earlier - rather than plan our work 

first, and make tweaks based on consultation at the end of the process. Our most successful recent works in 

Open Spaces, like Rangiora Street, and the planting on Drews Avenue, used co-design processes. 

We need more ambitious, creative planting, and we need to be less maintenance focused: There is an impression 

that our plants are chosen firstly for their ease of maintenance, and that other concerns are secondary. There are 

many examples, particularly of shrub planting that feel functional at best, and therefore unloved and unowned by 

the community. The planting on Rangiora Street is a great counter example - it carries a sense of wonder, delight, 

and reflection of the community, and this is what we should be aspiring for throughout the city. 

We need more rewilding - more spaces or parts of spaces where we don't just have native plants, but we try to 

restore ecosystems. We live in a city that was once rich with wetland environments , and it would be great to see 

us put more work into restoring wetlands - particularly the Balgownie and Kaitoke wetlands. We should restore 

urban forest and wetland pockets with the explicit aim of increasing native birdlife. This is measurable through 

means like encouraging public bird count weeks. Wellington is a larger and more urban city than we are and yet 

has a much higher presence of native birds. It should be part of our strategy to catch up to Wellington with our bird 

life. 

We need to make our spaces more open and welcoming. We have many spaces that are little more than a large 

patch of grass - take the former croquet courts in Durie Hill, or the Gonville Domain for example.  Entries and 

entrances to these spaces are unclear and it's hard to find them or know what their purpose is once you are there. 

Similar spaces in Auckland or Wellington have infrastructure and wayfinding elements to welcome different kinds 

of users, and planting to give these spaces beauty, personality, and to restore a sense of what they would have 

been pre-development, for example planting wetland plants along small streams. 

We should aim to activate our spaces more with events. For example, the Grey Lynn Park in Auckland is greatly 

enriched by the yearly Grey Lynn Park festival , and the Auckland and Wellington Council both have music and 

performance events in parks in the summer. It's important to note that these family events do find a way to allow 

people to picnic, including bringing their own wine and beer. While harm minimisation is important, our high 

vigilance on no alcohol in public spaces in the last few decades has damaged some of the potential use of parks. 

Visit Melbourne or London in Summer and you'll observe that the ability to meet with friends over a bottle of wine in 

a park drives much of the park system's activation. While Auckland and Wellington have similar alcohol rules in 

parks - their events-based approach gives people a chance to engage with their parks in new ways.

OnlineSubmission method
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

outside physical activity is good. A wide variety of outside activity is needed to ensure there is something for 

everyone.

Goals

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

AgreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

AgreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

Disc Golf is an extremely fun and easy activity that everyone can enjoy. Unlike traditional golf it takes up less 

space, cost way less (it's free to public ounce a course is built), no special maintenance is needed and virtually 

anyone can do it. There are plenty of places within Whanganui where it could be built. RPM Discs is a company 

out of Auckland that design and build courses if and consultation is needed . It also encourages visitor from other 

regions to come as there is a strong and growing community of Disc golfers. I would be very excited to have this 

outside activity considered for the open spaces plan. I would also love to discuss it further if possible.

Thank you, Joe Shannon

OnlineSubmission method
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Health PromoterRole

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

I am completing this submission today on behalf of the Whanganui Cancer Society to advocate for UV harm 

reduction to have greater prominence throughout the strategic action plan. 

  

I would like to begin by acknowledging the Council for recognizing the vital role that it plays in the overall health 

and well-being of our community and applaud the work that has gone into developing this draft strategy. I support 

and recognize that it meets and perhaps exceeds the mark on many issues that are vital to the well-being of our 

community. I am excited to see this be used as a guiding document for many of the council’s future endeavours . 

The Whanganui Council in 2005 adopted a Sun Protection policy but it has not since been reviewed or updated. 

Under background and issues (page 33) it is mentioned that this was incorporated into this strategy review and it 

makes mention to the importance of sun shading in heavily exposed public spaces. While this is mentioned it is 

my thoughts that it is not reflected throughout the document as strongly as it should be and believe that this can 

easily be addressed and incorporated into the Open Space and Physical Activity Strategy more predominantly . 

I would love to begin a collaborative partnership with the Whanganui District Council so that together we can 

enhance the well-being of our community now and in the future through the environments in which we all live, work 

and play.

Goals

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Skin cancers are the most common cancers diagnosed in Aotearoa and along with Australia we have the highest 

rates of melanoma skin cancer in the world.  Over 90% of skin cancers are caused by over exposure to ultraviolet 

radiation (UV) from the Sun. Almost all skin cancers can be prevented with good protection against UV radiation. 

Councils are in a unique position to help prevent skin cancer by providing shade in public spaces and information 

that encourages personal sun protection. The health and wellbeing of our tamariki and whānau is important – and 

access to good quality shade in public spaces is a large part of that. Shade is a convenient form of protection and 

circumvents issues associated with the availability and correct use of sunscreen especially in our more vulnerable 

communities where sunscreen can be viewed as a luxury item and unable to be prioritised.  

The Local Government (Community Well-being) Amendment Act has resulted in a change in the purpose of local 

government, which is to promote community well-being. This means that local authorities, are responsible for 

improving the social, economic, environmental and cultural well-being of our communities, and addressing the 

creation of healthy, safe community recreation spaces. 

Councils across the motu should maximise shade opportunities when redeveloping play spaces, recreation areas, 

and in new developments. Providing shade helps protect communities from over exposure to UV radiation, 

reducing the risk of developing skin cancer/melanoma. A 2013 survey found that 78% of NZ adults ‘strongly 

agreed’ or ‘somewhat agreed’ that their council should use money from rates to provide shade in public places 

(Dallas & Kruse, 2015).The Cancer Society recommends that an equity lens always be applied, prioritising and 

focusing on areas in low-income communities, especially in spaces used by whānau and tamariki.

Dallas, S. & Kruse, K. (2015). Public opinion on councils’ role to provide shade in public places . [In Fact]. 

Wellington: Health  Promotion Agency Research and Evaluation Unit.

AgreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity
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Natural shade should be a major element of shade planning in an outdoor play space. Trees with dense foliage 

and wide spreading canopies close to the ground provide shade for open spaces and are aesthetically appealing 

for landscape design. 

Natural shade is well suited for large recreational areas close to beaches as well as parks and reserves, with less 

reflection from natural surfaces. Careful attention must be taken when choosing trees for shade as the level of UV 

protection provided by shade depends on several factors, including canopy size, shading material/foliage type and 

orientation to the sun. Consideration should also be given in certain areas where climate and extreme weather 

conditions e.g., wind, may have an impact on plantings. The Cancer Society has resources for shade planning and 

we are happy to assist in this area if needed. 

This goal set out by the council highlights that preserving, protecting and adding to the natural environment as well 

as increasing biodiversity will improve air quality, aid in reducing pollution, mitigating climate change. Including 

solar protection/UV harm reduction into this goal can only enhance and add further substance to the importance of 

biodiversity and the natural environment and the role it plays in the health and well-being of our community.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

AgreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Under this goal it has been highlighted that ensuring safety is a key priority for our open spaces and that one 

strategy used will be to “Increase solar protection for users in our parks, reserves and open spaces” This is great, 

as mentioned already 78% of NZ adults ‘strongly agreed’ or ‘somewhat agreed’ that their council should use 

money from rates to provide shade in public places.

My concern is that when moving onto the monitoring and evaluation section 6.0 there is no specific mention in the 

outcome, indicator or method as to how “increase solar protection” will be measured or evaluated. Potential 

additions could be designated funding, a tree planting implementation plan, and a shade audit report to be 

presented.

This strategy also outlines the desire to increase the liveability of the Whanganui District, to create playgrounds, 

parks and open spaces where whānau can spend time and enjoy themselves. If the aim is to boost the use of 

these facilities, than it is a duty of care to ensure that our community can spend more time in these spaces and 

utilise the facilities with no harm to their health and well-being.

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

There is great potential for both natural and built shade to enhance some of our larger sport/play based council 

owned facilities especially those associated strongly to summer sport and play. Playgrounds are important settings 

for shade, as they are spaces where children and their guardians can spend larger amounts of time during peak 

UVR hours. Children are perceived to be more vulnerable than adults to the adverse effects of UVR . 

Over-exposure to UVR in childhood is positively associated with both melanoma and keratinocyte cancer 

development in later life. 

I would like to make mention again that Aotearoa alongside Australia currently still have the highest rates of skin 

cancer and melanoma right now as well as the highest death rate (Gordon et al, 2021). An international group of 

researchers have analysed the global burden of melanoma and predictions show if 2020 trends continued then it 

would result in a potential global increase in new cases of 50% by 2040 and a 68% increase in deaths (Arnold et 

al, 2022). Good quality shade can reduce UV radiation exposure by up to 75%, good quality shade can prevent 

skin cancers. Even at current levels we cannot afford to do nothing, but given the estimated projections it is vital 

that solar protection/UV harm protection be included into section 3.0 as a vital issue and given priority within the 

Whanganui Districts Councils guiding policies, strategies and action plans now and in the future.  

Arnold, M., Singh, D., Laversanne, M., Vignat, J., Vaccarella, S., Meheus, F., Cust, A. E., de Vries, E., Whiteman, 

D. C., & Bray, F. (2022). Global Burden of Cutaneous Melanoma in 2020 and Projections to 2040. JAMA 

dermatology, 158(5), 495–503.

Gordon, L. G., Leung, W., Johns, R., McNoe, B., Lindsay, D., Merollini, K., Elliott, T. M., Neale, R. E., Olsen, C. M., 

Pandeya, N., & Whiteman, D. C. (2022). Estimated Healthcare Costs of Melanoma and Keratinocyte Skin Cancers 

in Australia and Aotearoa New Zealand in 2021. International journal of environmental research and public

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.
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The Smokefree and Vapefree outdoors policy 2022 is listed under section 2.0 as being one of the numerous 

documents utilised to inform the Open Spaces and Physical Activity strategy . Given the councils recent review of 

the policy, the Smokefree 2025 Action plan and that fact that the government is set to do have its first reading of 

the Smokefree Environments and Regulated Products Amendment Bill later in June , it would be forward thinking to 

further integrate this policy into the strategy and recommend it be added along side the “support healthy 

consumption in our open spaces” under the goal of “Our open spaces and physical activities support the health 

and well-being of all people in our community”. 

In relation to this particular goal and strategy of “support healthy consumption in our open spaces” and supporting 

healthy food and drink options in our open spaces. I advocate for fund allocation and planning for the continued 

addition of drinking fountains at outdoor gyms, playgrounds, and reserves where appropriate. 

The up and coming project of the Whanganui riverbank fitness park would be a prime opportunity of how the open 

spaces and physical activity strategy with the added recommendations could be utilised to its full potential. To not 

only improve the well-being of our community now and in the future but also ensure the councils overarching vision 

of being leading edge.

This draft strategy makes reference that it will be used as an action plan to guide decision-making and set the scene for the 

long-term direction of not only open spaces, parks, recreation and play for the district, but also be a leading role strategy 

and strongly relate to councils key planning and other strategic documents in future. It is because of this fact that the Cancer 

Society Whanganui would like to see Solar Protection/UV harm reduction highlighted more clearly and incorporated 

frequently throughout the document. It is my recommendation that Solar Protection/UV harm reduction be its own category 

under the Issues and opportunities section 3.0. If not feasible then I recommend that the safety issue be expanded to 

include it.

Research shows that if shade is available people will use it. The Cancer Society can help support our Council to prioritise 

shade in their planning policies. Together we can reduce the rate of skin cancer in our communities , through enhancing and 

protecting the environments in which we live, work and play, now and into the future. Thanks for your time and 

consideration.

Further comments

OnlineSubmission method
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Senior Policy AnalystRole

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Goals

GOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

GOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

GOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

GOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

GOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Attachments

NZMCA submission to Open Space & Physical Activity Strategy - June 2022.pdf
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SUBMISSION BY THE NEW ZELAND MOTOR CARAVAN ASSOCIATION TO  
WHANGANUI DISTRICT COUNCIL’S OPEN SPACE AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY STRATEGY 

BACKGROUND TO NZMCA 

The New Zealand Motor Caravan Association (NZMCA) is a membership-based organisation 
representing the interests of private motorhome and caravan owners across New Zealand. It was 
established in 1956 and became an incorporated society in 1970. The purpose of the NZMCA is to 
foster and advance the motor caravan movement by providing relevant services and information; 
and promoting fellowship, vehicle safety, road courtesy and protection of the environment. 

Over 111,000 New Zealanders are members of the Association with around 1,400 residing in the 
Whanganui District.  This membership represents nearly 4% of the district’s adult population. The 
Association operates through a network of 27 Area Committees of which the Wanganui Committee 
covers Whanganui District as well as Rangitikei and parts of Ruapehu and Manawatu Districts.   

Amongst other offerings, the Association operates a network of vehicle-based campsites for our 
members’ use.  These are known as NZMCA Parks and presently this network has 54 sites nationally 
with a further eight sites under development.  To date we do not have a Park in Whanganui District 
although we are keen to establish one soon if possible. 

NZMCA appreciates the good working relationship it has with the Whanganui District Council. In 
particular we acknowledge the Council’s ongoing involvement in the Motorhome Friendly Towns 
programme and its progressive approach to managing freedom camping in the district. For its part, 
the NZMCA actively promotes Whanganui alongside a range of local events and businesses as a place 
to visit for responsible campers in self-contained vehicles1. We think it’s important that the Strategy 
recognises campers as legitimate recreational visitors to the district. Most are typically hybrid 
campers alternating between commercial campgrounds, informal campsites, NZMCA Parks and 
permitted freedom camping sites, many of which are likely to be located in open space areas.  They 
also tend to engage in passive physical pursuits such as walking and cycling, while camping.  

The NZMCA fully embraces the values and ambitions of regenerative tourism.  As a key agent in 
domestic tourism, the NZMCA is keen to support any local initiatives which drive toward building 
regenerative tourism as the basis to our re-emerging visitor economy.  It is in part this interest which 
has motivated this submission. 

OVERVIEW OF NZMCA’S SUBMISSION 

The NZMCA is supportive of the draft Open Space and Physical Activity Strategy.  We believe that is 
well conceived, based on worthwhile principles and has a sound policy logic.  Our two criticisms of 
the Strategy are that it does not really consider the needs and contributions of motorhome and 
caravan visitors and that, as part of this, it does not specifically consider camping as a worthwhile 
and appropriate form of recreation.   

                                                           
1 See our website at https://www.nzmca.org.nz/towns/whanganui. 

https://www.nzmca.org.nz/towns/whanganui
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In support of these criticisms this submission draws Council’s attention to the particular importance 
of domestic visitors to the local economy. We highlight camping as a low-impact and accessible way 
for visitors to connect with Whanganui’s natural environment and the numerous communities which 
flourish in it.   

Our submissions make some suggested changes to the goals and strategies which we believe 
recognises visitors as stakeholders in the District’s open space planning and provision.  

CAMPERS AS STAKEHOLDERS 

In times undisrupted by Covid restrictions domestic tourism accounted for more than 60% of the total 
economic value of the tourism sector2. Nearly three quarters of New Zealanders traveled for leisure 
purposes in any year and they make 45 million trips of which around 18 million are overnight trips3.  

Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment estimate the annual spend of visitors in Whanganui 
District’s economy is $131 million of which 86% or $119 million is spent by domestic tourists.4 

Whanganui District is the destination for an estimated 764,000 trips by domestic tourists of which, 
583,000 involved an overnight stay of at least one night.  Of these overnight stays, 153,000 involved 
some form of vehicle-based camping. Nearly half (49%) of such overnight camping stays are by 
couples while one third (33%) involve family groups with children5. Perhaps as many as 350,000 
person nights are spent doing vehicle-based camping in the District every year of which perhaps as 
many as 100,000 are by families with children6.  In the context of Whanganui District and its resident 
population, this quantum of visitors and their impact on public open space is we believe significant.  

This significance is both a demand and an opportunity.  This number of visitor nights will contribute to 
the overall demand on public open spaces in the District and the various good and bad impacts 
associated with this demand. The opportunity here is to enhance visitors’ experience of the public 
open space they access and to reduce overcrowding in particular areas so that theirs’, and local 
residents’, wellbeing is improved.  Such improvement in turn contributes to revisits and reputational 
gains which bring more visitors to the District.  

If these visits and increased demand are aligned and contribute to regenerative tourism outcomes, 
then there is a gain for locals and visitors alike.  If they are not, tourism can continue to be seen as 

                                                           
2 Tourism Industry Aotearoa Quite Facts & Figures available at https://www.tia.org.nz/about-the-
industry/quick-facts-and-
figures/#:~:text=Tourism%20was%20New%20Zealand's%20biggest,of%20New%20Zealand's%20total%20GDP. 
3 Tourism New Zealand – Key Market Insights https://www.tourismnewzealand.com/markets-
insights/markets/new-zealand/ 
4 MBIE’s Monthly Regional Tourism Estimates available at https://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-
tourism/tourism-research-and-data/tourism-data-releases/monthly-regional-tourism-estimates/ 
5 Tourism New Zealand’s Activating Domestic Tourism website and Visitor Profile tool. Available at 
https://au.dapresy.com/Storyboard/RHViewStoryBoard.aspx?RId=%c2%b2&RLId=%c2%b2&PId=%c2%b6%c2%
b5%c2%b5%c2%b6%c2%b5&UId=%c2%b4%c2%b4%c2%b3%c2%b3%c2%ba&RpId=2 
6 These estimates are based on the market segmentation reported in the Visitor Profile Tool.  They relate to 
visitor nights and not people visiting.  There appears to be no reliable estimate of this visitor population. 
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type of extractive industry which leave local communities poorer. Part of the difference here, we 
believe, is in how Whanganui’s public open spaces, including those controlled by Department of 
Conservation, are presented, developed and managed. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR INCLUSION IN THE STRATEGY 

NZMCA suggests the following changes or additions to the draft Strategy. 

Council’s roles (p.20) NZMC submits that the Strategy should acknowledge two additional roles 
which Council already has in the planning for and management of open space and recreation within 
the District.  These are promotion and integration.   

To some extent Council is a key promoter of recreation and the opportunities public open spaces 
offer residents and visitors alike.  Such promotion would be supportive of other proposed roles such 
as activation, protection and advocacy and will ensure increased and more appropriate use is made 
of the District’s open space resource.  

The Strategy highlights the range of Council strategies, policies and bylaws which have some 
relevance to it (pp.24-26).  While it notes the relevance of these various other documents and 
initiatives to open space and recreation, it doesn’t recognise the various conflicts and overlaps which 
exist between them. Council has a role of integrating the various regulatory and strategic elements 
of its policy framework to ensure resource and effort are not wasted and that priorities are clearly 
acknowledged, understood and appreciated.  

Background and issues (pp.33-38). We suggest that this section could usefully be expanded to 
address potential conflicts in the development, use and management of public opens spaces.   

Some mention could be made of the use and value of open space to visitors and the potential 
impacts and opportunities associated with people visiting the District.  The data cited above could be 
used in such a discussion and NZMCA is prepared to assist Council staff to complete such a section 
for the final version of the Strategy. 

As discussed above there are potential conflicts and overlaps within the overall policy framework 
which manages public open space and recreational activities in it. Without labouring the possibilities 
for such conflict, it is we believe, necessary to recognise it as a challenge and to offer ways in which 
it might be addressed.  One such a way could be through reference to core values which will guide 
not just the strategy but the whole use and management of public open space. 

An example of such, which is of significant interest to NZMCA, is the tension between the Freedom 
Camping Bylaw 2021 and reserve management under the Reserves Act.  We acknowledge Council’s 
progressive approach to freedom camping and in particular the allowance for broad swathes of the 
District for some access to this.  This approach can be undone through a restrictive stance being 
adopted in reserve management plans where camping, of any type, is prohibited. Have the planning 
framework guided by a value such as accessibility may guard against such a bias which may simply 
be a consequence of a risk adverse stances of those doing the planning.  

Goal One (p.41) NZMCA suggests that the third strategy associated with this Goal which includes 
‘Encourage commercial ventures for play and recreation’ could be expanded to reference third 
parties rather than commercial ventures.  NZMCA remains keen to partner with Council to provide 
an NZMCA Park in the district  and the Association and several of our local members have, in the 
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past, attempted to establish one in Whanganui as part of its national network.  These Parks are not 
strictly commercial as they are developed for our members use often on a breakeven basis. 
Increasingly this is done in partnership with local communities which receive some of the revenue 
generated through a particular Park’s operations. There are on any account a wider range of non-
commercial community focused ventures which can be undertaken on parks and reserves and which 
enhance their value to locals and visitors.  Such opportunities should be provided for in the overall 
Strategy.  

Goal Four (p.45) We suggest that the focus of this goal be broadened to include the needs of visitors 
as well.  It might read as follows. ‘Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities and our 
visitors now and in the future’. To support such an extension, it may be useful to have another 
underpinning strategy for this goal which could be as follows. ‘Ensure that the needs of visitors and 
their impacts on open spaces are taken account of’. The underlying response could be ‘Monitor the 
impacts of visitor demand on open space and whenever possible include this information in planning 
and future provision.’ 

CONCLUSION 

The promise of regenerative tourism is based on a reciprocity between hosts and visitors which is 
marked by respect, generosity and shared experiences.  Public open spaces are important sites for 
such sharing, so it is important that thought is given to how these are shared spaces not just for 
locals but for locals and visitors as well.  Understandably the draft Strategy is focused on the needs 
of locals and this should continue to be a priority under the policy framing of public open space and 
recreation planning.  Adding visitors and what they have to offer, into this mix should not require 
much additional effort and NZMCA believes that if this effort is made, the lives of locals and visitors 
can be enriched further. NZMCA remains committed to working with Council of achieving such win-
win outcomes. 
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SecretaryRole

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

As domestic properties reduce in size, particularly garden/play areas, parks and reserves are becoming more 

important in Whanganui. Space to move and play, activities that have been well considered and structurally sound 

are beneficial to residents - young and not so young. We are fortunate that we have a variety and types of 

locations to enjoy BUT maintenance planning and oversight are CRITICAL.

GOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

GOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

GOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

GOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Attachments

National Council of Women - Whanganui.pdf

DeliveredSubmission method
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WHANGANUI DISTRICT COUNCIL 
OPEN SPACE AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY STRATEGY 

JUNE 2022 

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF WOMEN 
WHANGANUI BRANCH 

1. General Direction Agree 
' We are fortunate that we have a variety of open spaces and parks that have equipment 

and facilities for families, residents and visitors, Kowhai Park is a wonderful example with a 
number of neighbourhood parks having equipement to encourage child/family engagement 
including Castlecliffe, Gonville, Springvale, and Virginia Lake. We have inherited, 
maintained and continued to build on the infrastructure that is Whanganui today. We must 
Appreciate what we have, Cherish and Maintain our public spaces, parks, reserves and 
recreational spaces for the benefit of our residents and for the residents who will inherit 
this valuable Tohunga. 
Better communication with the listed Key Partners is essential. 

We also need to proudly tell our Whanganui Story. 

2. Goals Strongly Agree 
As domestic properties reduce in size, particularly garden/play areas, our Parks and 
Reserves are becoming more important in Whanganui. Suburbs are being subdivided and 
developed, it is essential that play/park areas are included in suburban planning AND 
maintenance and oversight planning are also essential. Many pathways need to be 
widened to allow safer access for scooters bikes and wheel chairs. Play equipment and 
activities that have been well considered and structurally sound are beneficial to residents 
young and not so young. We ar have a variety and differing types of locations to enjoy 
throughout the city, BUT maintenance, planning and competent oversight are CRITICAL 
for both safety and the long term benefits that these spaces do provide. Regular removal 
of rubbish was raised. 

3. We Value and Protest our natural environment and biodiversity Strongly Agree 
We are fortunate to have a diverse variety of parks/reserves/spaces in Whanganui, a 
number bequeathed/donated/allocated by past forward thinking local residents, authorities 
and companies. Examining the map of Parks and Reserves we have many choices BUT 
how informed is the Whanganui populace of What and Where these are and what facilities 

they provide. We need to collate, publish and share this information, preferably in booklet 
and digital form available at Council, Information Centre, Library, Art Gallery to raise 

awareness and promote the wonders of Whanganui! 

4. Open spaces Celebrate Whanganui's history, heritage and unique identity 
Strongly Agree 

Lets Celebrate Whanganui! Our History, Heritage and Unique Identity. 
What Information is available at the Information Centre, Council Chambers, Horizons, 
Museum and Gallery desks? Is it enough? Does it need updating? What is available to 

citizens and visitors about our parks, reserves, beaches, lakes, gardens? 
Where are the stories of Old Whanganui, the History of the Tangata Whenua, the Settlers, 
the Town, the River, the Coast, linking our rivers, parks and reserves. 

Who tells the Whanganui story



5. Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 
recreation and play activities Agree 
If they know where to go, what is available. Not all residents buy newspapers. We have 
two community papers that do provide reasonable coverage but their range is limited. The 
use of the Internet to promote Community Events and Sports, and digital communication is 
available, what more can be accessed. Ongoing maintenance is important, neglected 
lawns and gardens are not a good look. 

6. Open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future. Agree 
Well informed and reasoned planning, development and maintenance of our Open 
Spaces is essential and we appreciate this opportunity to make a submission on the future 
NEEDS of Whanganui residents and our visitors. 

7. Reasons for response: The members of National Council of Women, Whanganui 
were were conscience of the need to respond, The Open Spaces and Physical Actitivity 
Strategy and give feed back to Council. Serious concern was expressed for the shameful 
disregard of the Veledrome complex, are there any plans for its future or is being left to 
rot? Members of National Council of Women have continued to contribute and make 
submissions on both Regional and National concerns. We are proud of our City and 
members are involved in a wide variety of community organisations. We wish to thank you 
for the opportunity to make this submission and hope it will be considered. Our 
environment is precious and needs to be respected, to be cherished. We need to tell and 

share our stories, be proud of who we are,what we have, to share it and to strive to do 

better. 

8. Is there anything you would like to add that you think is missing in the Strategy 
Yes. Public Toilets, there are occassions when overseeing children, grandchildren and 
out of town visitors have needed access to the public facilities and several of our parks do 
not provide these. It has been a cause of discomfort and embarrassment. We do 
acknowledge that there are problems with damage and vandalism but do request this 

problem be elevated where possible. 

Other comments
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

The Mowhanau Village and Rapanui Road community propose that a walking /cycling trail be created to travel 

along Rapanui Road from Mowhanau Beach to State Highway 3.

This trail would form a 'recreational and ecological' link between three beautiful open spaces in our area - 

Mowhanau Beach, Bason Botanic Gardens and Westmere Lake - all of which are Council reserves.

The trail would meet all five of the principles of this strategy:

It would enhance the health and wellbeing of the local community by encouraging them to walk and bike more in 

their area, and to be able to do so safely. For the wider Whanganui District community it would further increase the 

popularity of these reserves. Families could make a "day of it", bringing out their bikes and a packed lunch, and 

enjoying being active in the fresh air as they biked between the reserves.

It could support te taiao through the planting of natives along its boundary.

It has already brought our community together as there is much support for this trail, and it would continue to bring 

us together in our use of it.

It could be a partnership project between the Council and the local community as there is a group of us who are 

passionate about achieving this project.

It will be inclusive as it will able to be used by people with varied recreational interests, and as it is only just on the 

outskirts of town it is an affordable activity for a family outing .

There are wide grass verges all the way along Rapanui Road and this trail would make good use of them. It could 

be made from shell rock, keeping it affordable and making it low-maintenance.

Please find attached photos of a cyclist and motor vehicle on parts of Rapanui Road. These show how narrow the 

road is when shared, and how the installation of a trail along the grass verge will make it safer and more enjoyable 

for all.

Please also find attached approximately 140 comments of support for this trail.

Many thanks for your consideration!

Attachments

Proposed Rapanui Road Trail - community comments.pdf

Proposed Rapanui Road Trail - community comments.pdf

OnlineSubmission method
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Photographs taken on 6 June 2022 at various places along Rapanui Road. 
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

We have a wealth of space for biking, running, walking and tramping.

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

As above.

AgreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Pest plant and animal control is paramount for the quality of the environment.

Feral cats do much harm and damage. Let alone goats, deer, stoats.

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Please support volunteers who care for the walkways and reserves.

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

We need to support our ISite who direct visitors to natural areas .

Signage / interpretation of significant Heritage happenings and taonga.

Tree signage at McGregor arboretum and replacement of significant trees .

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Please look into the needs of those with disabilities - wheelchair access, 

vision problems.

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

Improvement with seating, separate cycling, skateboarding, walking areas. 

Provide toilet and more parking at Waitahinga.

Seek wide range pest control.

Acknowledge volunteer efforts.

Hylton Park needs a mention in plans.

Further comments

OnlineSubmission method
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

Whanganui has some beautiful open spaces that absolutely attract the right attention. The willingness to improve 

upon them and look into ways of increasing use and effectiveness can only be a good thing . Having read through 

he draft, I can only say that the addition of one or more Disc Golf courses would be an incredible step in helping to 

achieve many of the goals set out in the draft.

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Any development undertaken that encompasses the goals set out will bring positive change to our growing 

community. I believe that Disc Golf would tick every box. It is a sport that can be played by absolutely anyone who 

can throw a frisbee, one where a well placed tree is an absolute must, and is a rapidly growing sport in New 

Zealand.

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Protection of the environment is a consideration that MUST be vital in any development going forward . Seeing the 

emphasis put on this throughout the draft was encouraging indeed. This planet is the only home we have, so 

anything put in place to protect it gets a thumbs up from me. And you guessed it, Disc Golf is a great sport to 

promote nature. Wooded courses where you play a course designed in and around trees are common place . 

Courses like the ones found in Rotorua, New Plymouth and Taupo are excellent examples of these, and show that 

the incorporation of nature in the courses design, is a huge win.

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

As my personal interest in this sees a larger emphasis on a more active life style, the consideration of local history, 

heritage and identity falls into the "would be nice, but doesn't feel 100% necessary" category.  While I feel it should 

be a consideration, it shouldn't be a deciding factor when considerations are made for what plans to put into 

action. Incorporate where you can, but where you can't, the lack of a cultural aspect shouldn't be a killing blow 

when the other merits make up for it. That of course isn't to say it couldn't be incorporated should the desire be 

there. In the case of a Disc Golf course, the different hole signs could have small blurbs that educate visiting disc 

golfers on different cultural and historical tidbits pertaining to our local area . Also the incorporation of art pieces 

would make for an unique playing experience that could both set a local course apart from others around the 

country, an entice new players to try it out.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Given the physical, mental, and social benefits related to getting out and about and playing sports, finding a way to 

get more of the community to use and enjoy our various outdoor areas and sports on offer is a goal everyone 

should agree is a worthwhile one. Finding activities that appeal to a wider audience is the challenging aspect as 

varied tastes and preferences is undoubtedly a hurdle that will never go away. No one thing will appeal to everyone 

so enabling as wide a range is imperative, and thankfully something that our community is lucky to have. There 

are things we are sadly lacking and, again, I will throw my voice behind the support for local support of Disc Golf. 

Not only because it is a rapidly growing sport with wide appeal, but also due to its inherent inclusivity. To 

participate, all someone requires is a frisbee. Yes there are Disc Golf specific discs and equipment the average 

individual wont have, but that isn't a barrier to participation. Any frisbee will do, and it's great for people of any age, 

size, gender, or physical ability. The only thing we are lacking is a course with proper, usable baskets and tee 

pads. The baskets on offer at the Basin Botanic Gardens aren't fit for purpose, as the average disc golf disc falls 

straight through the bottom and the basic layout as it is just doesn't live up to the basic expectations of those who 

are involved with the sport.

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

1522/06/2022
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The need for further development, and decreasing levels of involvement within the community would imply that 

they do not currently meet the needs of the local community. However the fact there is development means that 

will hopefully change. Its great to see steps being taken to address this. Investment into NEW activities that appeal 

to a wide range of people will hopefully see a larger percentage of the community get out to experience all the 

great thing our local area has to offer. It could simply be that people do not know how to become involved, and are 

unaware of avenues they could take, in order to take advantage of the different sports and activities on offer . 

Perhaps sign up events could take place at the beginning of the winter and summer sports seasons. Where 

people could go to get a better idea of what's on offer in the community, and ideally signup to different teams or 

have people in the know available to take and answer questions. Springvale stadium would be an ideal location for 

such an event.

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

After reading the draft strategy, it is clear that the right steps are being taken and it's encouraging that the need for 

development in these areas of our community is being addressed. I think an emphasis needs to be placed on the 

need for activities that an individual or group can get up and do on a whim. It's all well and good to put more 

resources into existing infrastructure, however its hard for someone to spontaneously get up and go play a team 

sport for instance. That's why things like disc golf would be fantastic additions to our local community. Not only is it 

accessible, but it's one of those things someone could go out and do alone or with a group on a whim, and without 

a pay wall.

Initially I started filling this in as a way of voicing my at this point obvious desire for Whanganui to have its own disc golf 

facilities. As a Whanganui local, I've found it ridiculous that I have to leave our beautiful city in order to take advantage of 

such an inclusive and fun sport. Upon reading the strategy though it became obvious to me that it' s something that offers a 

bit of everything this survey sets out to accomplish. It is an incredible sport with an ever growing number of towns and cities 

embracing it, and installing the right infrastructure to accommodate the rapidly growing player base. You need only look as 

far as Palmerston North, Ohakune, and New Plymouth to see the benefits having disc golf in the community can offer , and 

they're only a fraction of the courses to be found in New Zealand. At this point it should be obvious how passionate I am 

about this idea, and should more testimony be needed, I am more than happy to elaborate more on how I feel this would 

benefit the community in the future.

Further comments
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 1ID

Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Goals

GOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Our city desperately need regulated open climbing walls or indoor ones at Springvale. It will bring in new vibes to the aged 

city. Building costs is rather affordable and it 's a good sport for children and teenagers who prefer something other than 

team sports.

Further comments
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

I would like to see outdoor basketball courts at Peat Park, Kowhai Park (down by the skate bowl) Springvale Park (at the 

back of Sport Whanganui between the two stadiums and a Williams domain. Basketball is a fast growing sport in NZ and is 

played equally by males and females. Court hire costs are high and are a barrier to access, as is the central location of 

existing courts. The hoops at the court at the previous YMCA campus were gifted to the community - this used to get lots of 

use. The rims have been removed and the court is now in a terrible state. This should never have happened.

Further comments
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

A provision for a new cycle way (around the Westmere loop into town). Soo many cyclists use this loop and the road is 

getting busier with vehicles and just not wide enough to safely pass cyclists in many sections. Also this would allow quite a  

few school children to bike or walk to school ( to Westmere or Mosston Primary and also high school students going in to 

town). This is a super way to increase physical activity of all ages and also protect the environment by reducing pollution and 

general use of fossil fuels.

Further comments
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Physical activities improve mental health

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Nature and biodiversity is essential to our survival

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

Cycle paths (or even shared paths) through our reserves would be very helpful for those cycling to work or school. 

It helps them avoid roads (and therefore cars) some of the way and in some instances shorten their journey, which 

would encourage more to ride and leave their car at home. Virginia Lake specifically comes to mind: lots of tracks, 

but they are all off-limits to people on bikes.
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Urban design has a huge influence on population health and should be forefront of decision making

Goals

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

AgreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

GOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Active transport must be central to future transportation planning. Shared paths are NOT the answer - they create 

unsafe spaces for all users. Most councils around the world are explicitly banning them. Seperate spaces for 

cyclists and for pedestrians is a must.

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Equity is important- residents of Castlecliff deserve the same standard of public spaces as those on St Johns Hill.
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

AgreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

Yes - the goals and strategies seem good, but there doesnt seem to be a strategy to grow these spaces and 

activities. From what I can see we have one main playground - Kowhai Park. I would like to see a growth focus on 

places for children to learn, grow, push their boundaries. for example the new playground in marton. We need to 

be providing spaces like this in all suburbs for our tamariki.
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

Ensure it is accessible for people in wheelchair and older people who need to sit down after walking far distance.  

Drinking fountains for fresh water. Bike racks.

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Community public health is important for all areas of the public, all ages. Bringing the community together enriches 

the sense of community.  It supports people with less money to be able to enjoy activities too. Teens being able to 

do something positive rather than negative.

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Important for our environment especially in light of global warming.  Perhaps can include green design , or ways to 

re use rain water or conserve water, etc in these public spaces.

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

History is important to preserve and learn from, keep it alive.  Makes this city beautiful too. But open spaces can 

be more simple and/modern too or to save some money perhaps this isn't the most important to me. But still 

important.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

All abilities,  ages, and socioeconomic  status to enjoy these spaces because that is the just and right goal.  If the 

majority are able than it helps everyone. If you design for the 5% and the 95th percentile (the extremes of our 

demographic) then it works better for everyone.  Inclusive design.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Encorporating design for the future is important to save re work and money in that re work. Sustainable design.

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

No. Very thorough goals.

Assuming you'll include someone who understands human centered design,  Human Factors and Ergonomics , so the 

design of these spaces meets the human not just the collective or the Architectural design .

Further comments
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

I apreciate the open areas and space this city provides for everyone to enjoy.  Yes there could be activities added 

to these areas and in some seating areas or picnic spaces added Pathways which are shared need to be wider 

and if a centre line was marked might make it safeŕ. While a good idea the speed of bycycles now esp the electric 

ones makes it dangerous at times for walkers. (Esp if they have dogs with them )

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

I have a dog which motivates me to go out walking. I use the river pathways and the dog park areas . It is 

wonderful to live in a city which has such an array of walks every where and where i can walk my dog safely.

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

I have seen the city council working to protect the trees they have and i have been impressed to see them 

replacing any trees they have to take down. The planting of natives seems to be the direction both for streets and 

green spaces. I apreciated the tree canopy project on Burton avenue and hope it grows well. The addition of some 

seating under the tress when they grow would be a benefit or even an exercise equipment area similar to those i 

have seen in other parks.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Its great for those of us new to your city to learn about its history.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

People of all abilities need to be able to experience the joys and health benefits of being outdoors. This means 

providing easy access to green spaces, smooth surfaces for wheelchairs sensory experiences for those with sight 

disadvantages. Also places that are easily reached by those without cars or transport

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Keeping a close watch on where communities are growing  looking at their age demografics and trying to future 

proof activity space and green spaces. New developments should have these factors included in the development. 

Ie a new subdivision should have a green space for the occupants and cycle paths linking it to the city.

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

As i said above i think that while the city already has a strong focus on outdoor space  it should be considered a 

starting point and further walkways and cycle paths to link every area will make this a healthy vibrant city. The old 

links need to be strengthened widened and also touch points where public transport goes. Take a bus to a park 

.....walk and ride etc. Keep up the good work
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

I didnt see any specific inclusion of the new port development and recreational fishing.

I would like to see provision for free car parking close to amenities so we can park up and then walk or enjoy the 

play area etc..

Goals

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

AgreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

AgreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

As a dog owner I would like to see more areas for dog walking including longer out of town day hikes etc.. as a lot 

of the rural walks are not for dogs.

More use of the river

additions to the "mountain to sea" and other walks/bike rides like cafes/rest areas/toilets etc..

We have great beaches but they dont have much "kerb appeal" beaches need tidying, litter collected, more bins/emptied 

more often, seating areas, secure parking..maybe CCTV?

Further comments
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

if done in partnership with iwi and hapu

Goals

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

This is important but must be done in partnership with iwi and hapu and be able to measure the effectiveness 

within a te Ao Māori perspective (e.g. access to green space for mahinga kai or tikanga practices).

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

However again how are we measuring the outcomes from a iwi or hapu perspective and ensuring that we have 

also ensure sight of native birds, and insects are measured as they are important tohu o te taiao. What about pest 

eradication or measuring pests that are harmful to our native birds, etc? Must be done in partnership with iwi and 

hapū.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

In partnership with iwi and hapu. Also, lets ensure that the harder truths especially the impacts to Māori aren't 

watered down to appease to fragility. An inclusion of a fund or grant to allow research and investigation for historic 

knowledge.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Ensure this is done in partnership with hapu and iwi to ensure these meet their needs as well as non tangata 

whenua needs. There should be no cost if this is to be equitable, also easily accessible. What about night time 

activities such as Matariki or Puanga observations? How do these spaces support those night time activities? How 

can measures such as light pollution and air pollution contribute to positive experiences? Current light pollution 

data from MfE would be worth looking at.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

How is this measured? How do we plan for the future needs?

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

More indicators of success are linked to iwi and hapu aspirations. Light pollution and pollution in general should be 

monitored and measured as part of  "open spaces" measures.
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Neither agree nor disagree

Goals

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

GOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

Hi, it would be great to see dual walking/biking pathways along Rapanui Rd to the beach & also along Mosston Rd 

from Springvale Rd to Castlecliff.  So dangerous biking or walking these roads.  Thank you for considering.
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

This is not only about renewing our creating spaces, but also the health and well-being of individuals. Having 

spaces available, catering for different needs, is definitely a must!

Specifically I would like to back a walkway/cycle way along Rapanui Road from SH3 to Kai Iwi Beach! This would 

be so fabulous for all!! It would also see more people visiting Lake Westmere too!

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future
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ChairpersonRole

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Open spaces should be available for all users, not just walkers and cyclists.  Horse riders should be included on all 

pathways.

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Multi-use pathways which include horse riders, not just shared paths which are restricted to walkers and cyclists.

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

GOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Whole community is inclusive not restrictive.

GOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

Specific reference to the needs of horse riders in the community
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Goals

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

AgreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Safe access for cyclists and walkers to outlying attractions such as Kai Iwi beach is currently not provided. More 

cycle/walkways are needed.

Horse riders could and should also be considered. They are a hazard on open roads but currently have little 

alternative. Put some thought into including them on cycle paths.

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

More cycle paths are needed around the fringes of the city.

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

Please also consider increasing safety and accessibility to outlying attractions such as Bason Reserve or Kai Iwi 

Beach. Rapanui rd is too narrow after the first 3 kms for the current amount of traffic. Milk tankers, cattle trucks, 

farm vehicles all pose a hazard. This makes it dangerous for cyclist and pedestrians. Widening the road and 

including a cycle/walkway would create and promote a much safer environment for everyone using the road.
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

I like the environmental considerations, and providing spaces with in short walks

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Including accessibility, and all sorts of wheels

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Climate change, native plants and animals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Great to bring the many perspectives of our city to the front - and counter-racist narratives re settlement, etc. 

Especially for newcomers who don't know the history of, for example, Pakaitore

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Love that walking distance
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Health Promotion OfficerRole

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

The attached link below is Whanganui District Health Board’s view on alcohol and alcohol -related harm. It uses 

evidence and policies gathered locally, nationally and internationally to show where we stand on alcohol harm 

minimisation in our community and how we will help reduce it through our health services and promotion.

We support a broad and comprehensive package of evidence-based strategies that prevent and reduce 

hazardous alcohol use and alcohol-related harm which includes reducing alcohol advertising, promotion and 

sponsorship.  The rationale for this position is that alcohol advertising and promotion increases the likelihood that 

adolescents will start to use alcohol and drink more if they are already consuming alcohol.  As well as, advertising 

and promotion makes it more difficult for hazardous users of alcohol to abstain .

We strongly advise that the council include in their draft strategy that no advertisement and promotion of alcohol 

will be allowed in these proposed open spaces.  This will greatly assist the goal of supporting the health and 

wellbeing of all people in the community.  Lastly make these open spaces alcohol-free, if they are not already.

Whanganui District Health Board - Position Statement on Alcohol

https://www.wdhb.org.nz/assets/Media/83a8d750f0/Position-statement-on-alcohol-2019.pdf

Further comments
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Better health and independence     |    He hauora pai ake, he rangatiratanga wdhb.org.nz   

Introduction
The following document is Whanganui District Health Board’s view on alcohol and alcohol-related harm. It uses evidence 
and policies gathered locally, nationally and internationally to show where we stand on alcohol harm minimisation in our 
community and how we will help reduce it through our health services and promotion. 

Alcohol in our communities
Alcohol is not an ordinary commodity (Babor, 2010).  It is an intoxicant, toxin, and addictive psychotropic drug. Alcohol has 
been normalised and largely accepted by society, and causes more harm than any other drug in society (Nutt et al., 2010). 
Hazardous alcohol use contributes to large physical and mental ill-health, social, and economic burdens in New Zealand 
with impacts extending across sectors (Ministry of Health, 2016). Harm from alcohol extends beyond the individual and can 
result in harm to children (including those exposed to alcohol during pregnancy), whānau, friends, and the wider community 
(Connor et al., 2012).

In New Zealand, inequitable outcomes are apparent in men, Māori, young people, and those living in more socioeconomically 
deprived areas, who are all at higher risk of alcohol-related harm (Meiklejohn et al., 2012). The harmful health impacts of 
hazardous alcohol use in New Zealand are divided almost equally between injury and chronic disease relating to alcohol 
abuse in both inpatient and outpatient hospital services, and in primary care services in the community. Alcohol-related 
health conditions are not confined to the minority of people who experience alcohol dependence (The New Zealand Law 
Commission, 2010). Even low consumption increases the risk of some chronic conditions such as breast cancer (Key et al., 
2006).

The following issues were identified in Whanganui District Council’s Provisional Local Alcohol Policy

▪ 99% of respondents reported that Whanganui has too many or enough liquor outlets. 

▪ Many respondents said there should be more control over where alcohol can be purchased in the community.  
 90% of respondents believe that there should be restriction on how close outlets that sell alcohol should be to preschools,  
 kindergartens, primary and secondary schools.

▪ In 2014, 18.7% of residents (compared to the New Zealand average of 15.5%) identify themselves as a hazardous drinker. 

▪ Whanganui’s population is more prone to alcohol related harm (this is because 22% of the district’s population identify as  
 Māori, 7.4% are aged 18 to 24, and 39% experience high degrees of deprivation). 

▪ When contrasting on and off-licence closing hours to Emergency Department (ED) presentations, more alcohol-related ED  
 presentations occur in conjunction with the availability of alcohol and the closing times of on and off-licence outlets.

▪ Alcohol-related chronic disease admissions for the most part have been relatively steady across 2013 to 2015 for both  
 discharge and patient counts. 

▪ Deaths and injuries where alcohol was deemed a contributing factor are on the increase. 

▪ In 2015, 45% of alcohol and other drug referrals have a diagnosis of Alcohol Use Disorder.

▪ Over the last five years, Police actions undertaken where a person is found intoxicated in public (drunk custodies) peak  
 between 1am to 1:59am, coinciding with the final hour of trade for off-licences.

▪ Police data indicates that alcohol was a factor in 19% of all family violence cases attended during 2014/15 and 2015/16.

▪ Where there is a concentration of licences, and the relatively higher availability of alcohol (Central Whanganui, Whanganui  
 East, Aramoho, Gonville and Castlecliff ), there is also a higher frequency of violence events and drunk custodies than in  
 areas where there is a lesser concentration of licences and relatively less availability of alcohol.  

▪ 15% of the total vehicle crashes recorded for the Whanganui district in 2014 were alcohol-related.
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WDHB Position statement  
on alcohol

1. We support a broad and comprehensive package of evidence-based strategies that prevent and reduce 
hazardous alcohol use and alcohol-related harm including: 

▪ restricting the availability of alcohol 
▪ increasing the minimum legal purchase age 
▪ increasing the price of alcohol 
▪ reducing alcohol advertising, promotion and sponsorship 
▪ increasing drink driving countermeasures
▪ increasing treatment options for harmful alcohol use.

2. We support equitable access to appropriate healthcare services including assessment for hazardous alcohol 
use, brief and early intervention, and referral to treatment when indicated. 

3. We support collection and reporting of alcohol-related health presentations within the Whanganui District 
Health Board (WDHB) region in a consistent manner and provision of assistance with regulatory issues, as 
required.

4. We support providing health promotion activities with a focus on addressing and reducing alcohol-related 
harm in the Whanganui District Health Board region through:
	 ▪ working with Territorial Authorities (local councils) to develop and implement Local Alcohol Policies and other  
  licensing issues
	 ▪ making submissions to liquor licence applications and policies concerning alcohol.  This requires that  
  our Health Protection Service communicates with WDHB regarding new licence applications
	 ▪ strengthening intersectoral collaboration and engagement to deliver coordinated alcohol-related harm reduction   
  approaches and treatment strategies
	 ▪ promoting awareness of alcohol-related harm before, during and after pregnancy to reduce the risk of  
         Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder
	 ▪ supporting and encouraging research and evaluation to ensure interventions targeting hazardous alcohol use    
  and alcohol-related harm are effective and equitable
	 ▪ promoting alcohol harm reduction amongst WDHB staff, including education and services available for treatment  
  and support
 ▪ choosing not to advertise and promote alcohol and not accepting sponsorship from alcohol companies.
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Rationale for our position

Hazardous and harmful alcohol use is identified as a major contributor to inequities and is amenable to healthy public policy 
(Wilkinson et al., 2003).  Each of the evidence-based strategies below is identified as an area for national action in the World 
Health Organization 2010 global strategy to reduce the harmful use of alcohol.

1. Equitable prevention of hazardous alcohol use and alcohol-related harm

	 ▪						Restricting the availability of alcohol 
Increased alcohol outlet density is associated with increased alcohol-related harm (Connor et al., 2011).  Alcohol 
outlets are inequitably distributed in New Zealand with more alcohol outlets situated in socioeconomically deprived 
areas further contributing to the unequal distribution of harm (Hay et al., 2009). There is strong evidence pertaining to 
the beneficial effects of reduced trading hours on alcohol-related harm (Popova et al., 2009).

▪	 Increasing the minimum legal purchase age 
Young people are more vulnerable to alcohol-related harm than other age groups.  Alcohol use during mid-to-
late adolescence is associated with impacts on brain development (Luciana et al, 2013).  Raising the purchase age 
reduces adolescent access to alcohol, reduces harmful youth drinking, and raises the age at which young people start 
drinking.

▪	 Increasing the price of alcohol 
Raising alcohol prices is internationally recognised as an effective way to reduce alcohol-related harm (Wagenaar 
et al., 2010).  Policies that increase the price of alcohol delay the start of drinking, reduce the volume consumed per 
occasion by young people, and have a greater effect on heavy drinkers (Anderson et al., 2009). 

▪	 Addressing alcohol advertising, promotion and sponsorship 
Alcohol advertising and promotion increases the likelihood that adolescents will start to use alcohol and drink more 
if they are already consuming alcohol. Advertising and promotion also makes it more difficult for hazardous users of 
alcohol to abstain (Thomson et al., 1997). 

▪	 Drink driving countermeasures 
The risk of motor vehicle accidents increases exponentially with increasing alcohol consumption (Taylor et al., 2010).  
In New Zealand, it has been estimated that over a quarter of road traffic injuries across all road user groups involve 
alcohol.  Laws setting a low level of blood alcohol concentration at which one may drive legally and well-publicised 
enforcement significantly reduce drink-driving and alcohol-related driving fatalities. 

▪	 Increasing treatment options for harmful alcohol use
The cumulative evidence from more than 100 randomised controlled trials conducted to evaluate the efficacy of brief 
interventions shows that clinically significant reductions in drinking and alcohol-related problems can follow from 
this kind of intervention (Babor et al., 2010).  In addition to this, mutual help groups are often used as a substitute or 
as an adjunct to treatment and can have incremental effect when combined with formal treatment, and attendance 
alone may be better than no intervention.

2. Equitable access to appropriate healthcare services 
Assessment, brief advice, and referral to specialist services when indicated in healthcare settings reduce hazardous drinking and 
alcohol-related harms (O’Donnell et al., 2014). 

3. Collection and reporting of alcohol-related presentations on hazardous alcohol use and alcohol-related harm 
Robust data is needed to accurately describe the burden from alcohol, inform decisions on what strategies and initiatives we need to 
develop and fund, and to support our community and partners in the sector with their alcohol data needs. 

4. Continue to promote health activities with a focus on addressing and reducing alcohol-related harm in the 
Whanganui DHB region.

Health promotion is the process of enabling people to increase control over, and to improve, their health.  Health is a positive 
concept emphasising social and personal resources, as well as physical capacities. Health promotion is not just the responsibility of 
the health sector, but goes beyond healthy lifestyles to wellbeing (Ottawa Charter, 1986).
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Policy and legislation which supports our statement 
The WDHB’s position on alcohol in our communities has been developed in the context of the National Drug Policy, which sets out 
the Government’s approach to alcohol and other drug issues, with the overarching goal of minimising alcohol and other drug harm, 
and promoting and protecting health and wellbeing.

Additionally, the principles of Te Tiriti o Waitangi and the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples mean  
comprehensive strategies must be developed to address longstanding inequities in alcohol-related harm between Māori and non-
Māori. 

The National Drug Policy
The policy frames alcohol and other drug (AOD) problems as, first and foremost, health issues. The policy aims to minimise AOD-
related harm and protect health and wellbeing by delaying the uptake of AOD by young people, reducing illness and injury from 
AOD, reducing hazardous drinking, and shifting attitudes towards AOD. 

Evidence-based strategies included in the policy are: 

Problem limitation
• Reduce harm that is already occurring to those who use AOD services or those affected by someone else’s AOD use through 

safer use, ensuring access to quality AOD treatment services, and supporting people in recovery.  
• Protect the most vulnerable members of our community when it comes to alcohol-related harm including children and young 

people, pregnant women and babies (Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder).
Demand reduction
• Reduce the desire to use AOD through education, health promotion, advertising and marketing restrictions, and influence 

conditions that promote AOD use. 
Supply control
• Prevent or reduce the availability of AOD through border control, supply restrictions, licensing conditions and permitted trading 

hours. 

The Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 
This Act, which replaces the Sale of Liquor Act 1989, adopts a harm minimisation approach. Its adoption followed a lengthy review 
by the Law Commission which recommended greater restrictions to the sale and supply of alcohol. Compared to the previous Act, 
alcohol-related harm is more broadly defined as both direct and indirect harm to an individual, society or the community caused 
by the excessive or inappropriate consumption of alcohol. The Act provides for Territorial Authorities (local councils) to develop and 
implement a Local Alcohol Policy (LAP). 

The aim of a LAP is to minimise alcohol-related harm through controlling the local availability of alcohol. Ideally, they should address 
local concerns and target inequities in alcohol-related harm. LAPs are drafted in consultation with the Police, alcohol licensing 
inspectors, and Medical Officers of Health, with community input. 
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Draft Open Space and Physical Activity Strategy

Not Speaking

518052302223226reference

SharonFirst name

DuffLast name

Organisation 

 19ID

Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

It is very important to have playgrounds for tamariki all over Whanganui especially where people naturally 

congregate.

An ideal place would be at the Aramoho Shopping Centre as there is available space .

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Having an amazing playground like the new one in Marton would be a huge asset to the health and wellbeing of 

the tamariki and families in that area.

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

We have some big trees to one side of the Aramoho shops and we could plant the next level in the canopy of 

shrubs and smaller trees down to grasses to attract insect life and reduce the grass.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Any development next to the river is great as the Whanganui River is the life blood of our city.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Putting playgrounds where people already go is the best way to grow friendships and encourage play.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

In the future Aramoho shopping needs a community room and BBQ area with the playground so then events can 

occur.

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

When you build a community starting with the needs of the Tamariki first it really works . The children become the 

drivers. The shops get involved. The medical centre gets involved and then you can add digital inclusion and other 

services and the community starts to really hum. People put in raised veg beds and fruit trees and then the final 

icing on the development is a shower for people who are living rough in that area. Everyone is thought of and 

becomes part of a thriving community that leaves no one out.

Funding for a playground like the new one in Marton can come from many sources. The land can be leased not bought. 

Sponsorship is the way forward on a project like that.

Further comments

OnlineSubmission method

3422/06/2022
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432051258224530reference

CandyFirst name

StevensLast name

Organisation 
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Neither agree nor disagree

Goals

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

AgreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

AgreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

- can we have more seating in play parks for grandparents as they get tired very quickly 

- can we get more waterplay areas created as we only have Kowhai park (eg palmy has just created another summer 

waterplay space) perhaps it can go in kowhai park in an under utilized area or perhaps find a safe space along the river eg 

opp Trafalgar square

- create a play park up Queens park for all the children who go to the library or even are just in town

- add more attractions to kowhai park eg rat wheel, giant inbuild trampoline, more swings ( perhaps similar to Taupo where 

they are in a circle facing inwards) more covered barbeque with tables as the pumpkin is the only sheltered space

Further comments

OnlineSubmission method

3522/06/2022
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969051921220831reference

NadineFirst name

StaplesLast name

Organisation 
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Goals

GOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

GOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

GOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

GOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

GOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

The proposed Rapanui Road cycle/walkway. This is much needed as the road is already utilised frequently by 

recreational cyclists and runners/walkers. The road is also steady with vehicles and there is not enough room for 

all. The cycle/walkway is needed for the safety of all the road users. It is only a matter of time before a cyclist is 

killed. It will be much safer for walkers/runners to have a path to use.  Currently if a vehicle approaches, they have 

to move off the road, into the ditch. As well as increasing safety for current users of Rapanui Road, I believe the 

addition of  the pathway will encourage cyclists to bike to the beach who have previously been too afraid to cycle 

on the road. The cycle path in Papaiti has shown if it exists, it will get used.

OnlineSubmission method

3622/06/2022
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963061218223801reference

BronwynFirst name

PaulLast name

UCOLOrganisation 
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UCOL Whanganui Campus ManagerRole

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Goals

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

AgreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

AgreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Our students comment that they would appreciate trees, gardens, and outdoor seating spaces on campus, without 

recognising our Awa is right across the road and Pakaitore Gardens on our corner .  The 20 Year Draft Campus 

Development Plan supports creating visual and physical linkages through the campus to the Awa .  This also supports a 

more open and welcoming entrance to campus with the new Welcome Centre and Whanau Whare at the entrance on 

Taupo Quay.  There is also the suggestion to link the campus name as Campus on the Quay.

Further comments

OnlineSubmission method

3722/06/2022
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660061527221201reference

RayFirst name

SteeleLast name

Organisation 
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

My family often have picnic lunches or dinners down by the river near where the markets are held, we would love 

to see a series of picnic tables with seating , very difficult at the moment to spread a table if one’s not sitting on the 

ground.

OnlineSubmission method
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JoFirst name

ChietLast name
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

The strategy is very vague in its aims and outcomes.

Goals

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

AgreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Appreciate the attention to people with disabilities, also the focus on having g recreation facilities within 500m from 

residential houses. But we still have relatively few playgrounds in our suburbs. 

For disabled people, elderly and young families accessibility must be considered. For example, we have great facilities at 

Springvale Park but no safe and easy access for crossing over to it from Springvale via Parsons Street. Additionally, the 

re-wilding of areas with longer grass also inhibits access for people with disabilities, prams etc. Much harder for kids to kick 

a ball around on.

Finally, the inclusion of a steering group of people with disabilities is much appreciated and greatly needed. As a parent of a 

disabled child, and as an Occupational Therapist I would love to see more recreational facilities that can be easily accessed 

and used by people with disabilities. There's plenty to do here for able bodied people but our playgrounds for example are 

really lacking universal, inclusive design.

Further comments

OnlineSubmission method
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

I like the concept of gathering ideas to get people to be more engaged in physical activities.

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

AgreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

OnlineSubmission method
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Not Speaking

275060923221202reference

RebekahFirst name

AlabasterLast name

Organisation 

 26ID

Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

OnlineSubmission method
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ElizabethFirst name
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

As this will enhance a supportive of our health and wellbeing.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

DeliveredSubmission method
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 28ID

Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Particularly support the goal of parks & recs close to home.

Being a stay at home Mum I know the importance of access open spaces in our community for both myself and 

my tamariki.

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

To keep strategy/goals a priority for the council, as families grow in our community and people decide to bring their families 

home it is important that we stay ahead.

- Gonville needing park access - along the river? Lots of families use the walkway.

- Gonville pools rejuvination?

Further comments

DeliveredSubmission method
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

In a time where new builds & in-builds are increasing, it is more important than ever to have open spaces where it 

is safe for everyone.

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Open spaces are under-utilised for group activities/community activities e.g. 'Zumba in the Park', c. f Auckland 

Council supporting community groups activating the spaces.

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Supervision needed to make sure ground rules are respected.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

c.f. Pa Katore or Bason Reserve

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

In cooperation between WDC & Sports/community groups

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

More can be done c.f. physical activities, community gardens, ...

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

When events happen in Cooks Garden or the Masters, may be have smaller activities happening at the same time 

to drag attention to the Main Event.

Shout out to the WDC Staff that keep our open spaces clean.

Further comments

DeliveredSubmission method
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Absolutely!

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

I think Whanganui is the best place to live in New Zealand.

Further comments

DeliveredSubmission method
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

Especially for people with disabilities.

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

No pine trees on farms. Focus on natives.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Preserving history & environment very important.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Not sure - hasn't lived here long

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

Regenerate more native bush

Focus on bush that exists not cutting down trees e.g. Gonville trees which gave shelter. The trunks don't give 

enough shelter.

Plan paving to accommodate trees (stop cutting trees to keep pavement).

DeliveredSubmission method
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Goals

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

DeliveredSubmission method
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

DeliveredSubmission method
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Goals

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

DeliveredSubmission method
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

DeliveredSubmission method
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Goals

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

AgreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

AgreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

Ensure any shared pathways are truly shared pathways, and do not exclude equestrian riders.

OnlineSubmission method
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Neither agree nor disagree

Goals

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

This isn’t a strategy, it doesn’t really say or aim for anything specific. It’s really just a set of well intentioned words 

that can mean anything that anyone wants. Council needs to go back to the drawing board and come up with 

something tangible and meaningful that will set a genuine direction of travel rather than continuing to try to pander 

to everyone and everything. That doesn’t get the city anywhere, it just allows pet projects to continue to drive the 

agenda.

OnlineSubmission method
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

I do agree with the general direction, however I find many of the actual spaces are boring, overly tidy and not very 

beautiful.

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

I think more effort could be put into biodiversity in our public spaces .

Predator trapping is one possible improvement, as is a bigger range of local plant species.

There could be less mowing of large grass areas, and more trees.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

I love seeing the plaques and stories around town, and would like more of these. 

I'd also like Tangata Whenua stories to have more prominence.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

It's therefore important to have open spaces near to everyone, and methods of getting there that everyone can 

use.

Disabled people need to get their nature fixes too.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

So please do consider what increased rainfall and sea level rise will mean for our spaces.

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

I know that people worry about safety when there is low or no lighting and when vegetation obscures open viewing. 

But I find a lot of our spaces open, stark and uninviting.

I am enjoying watching improvements and efforts with our street trees .

I think Glen Logie is boring, but Bason Botanic Gardens has lots of interest.

Further comments

OnlineSubmission method
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Goals

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

AgreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

AgreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

DisagreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

There is a need to provide walking and cycling connectivity between the open spaces.

There needs to be a focus on connectivity between these open spaces with alternatives to driving.  Safe walking and cycling 

pathways and trails aid recreation and reduce our carbon footprint.

Further comments

OnlineSubmission method
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Goals

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

AgreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

AgreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

OnlineSubmission method
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

These areas need to be visually attractive to encourage the public of/ visitors to Whanganui to use them. More 

important is that Council employ adequate staff /contractors to keep them clean and well presented , otherwise we 

will see people shy away from using them.

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

We have a great venue in Cooks Gardens to promote physical activities for our community and visitors to the city . 

But this is an underused venue neglected by both Council and Sport Whanganui and is viewed by many as a white 

elephant . Why would i take anyone to see these grounds - where nothing happens on a regular basis ( A few 

games of Rep rugby in the winter and athletics on a few nights in summer

AgreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Totally agree comment that Council will work in partnership with Iwi and other agencies /groups and organisations . 

We must include/ encourage the planting of Native Trees etc that are of  significance to this Region and that grown 

from locally gatheres seed .

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

We need to be seen doing more to protect the heritage and cultural significance of our heritage  buildings ,land 

sites and encouraging landlords to do so. One poor example of this is the neglected building at 41 Taupo Quay. 

Visitors that i have known or have spoken too comment on how it distracts and doesn 't fit in with this up-graded 

section of Taupo Quay.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

totally agree with the goals/ outcomes set foe each written strategy . It is a must that Council establish a Disability 

Users  Group to help form the development of any open space.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Agree that local communities should be given a say in the planning of any new proposed open spaces.

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

As a Multi-Cultural city we must include in this proposed document written content content relating "Pacifica" - not 

just solely to Iwi/Hapu. These people have a lot to contribute to our community and should be acknowledged.

Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 {pg26}.

While i fully  support the introduction of this bylaw it is obvious that it is not being policed by Council. One has to just look at 

Springvale Park and the Whanganui East Boat club area . There are several Vehicles/Caravans at both sites that are still 

staying permanently and are an eyesore on the enviroment.

Further comments

OnlineSubmission method
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Building on our UNESCO city of design status, I think that this review is an exciting opportunity to add some 

creative ideas around exercise and creative play.  I have a background in Early childhood Education and know 

how important movement is for children but I also know how it builds a strong sense of wellbeing for all - children, 

youth and adults of all abilities. I think that we should normalize play and exercise in many of our easily accessible 

public spaces.

Goals

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

I think that we are getting better at looking for ways to help people connect and spend time together around our 

town centre and many of our parks offer play opportunities for children but perhaps we could do better by installing 

some 'multi-generational' and multi-mobility' play and fitness equipment placed around our city walkways and 

suburban parks. 

Perhaps this could be rolled out over several years - beginning with 1 or 2 spaces around our river walkway with 

some well-designed playful installations.

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

I would like to see pockets of  'wild spaces' within some of our parks.  These would not only create more 

biodiversity but if we could calm our overly risk-assessing inclinations, they would create spaces for children and 

families to explore and find connections in nature. I still recall the wonder and appreciation that I felt as a child 

growing up in a neighbourhood where we had access to wild spaces.

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

A number of our parks do celebrate Whanganui 's history and heritage but as I have mentioned earlier, we could do 

more to celebrate our identity as a city of design with some fun interactive installations.

AgreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Generally yes, most of our community can access our open spaces but perhaps not all can be involved.

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

I'm not sure that 'meeting the needs' means much as it is a fairly subjective term.  Our needs - mental, physical 

and spiritual well-being, may actually be far beyond what we usually see as adequate - let alone being 

inspirational.

More play for young and old = more creative, healthy happy citizens

Further comments

OnlineSubmission method
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Goals

GOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

GOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

GOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

GOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

GOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Attachments

Submission to Whanganui District Council re Open Spaces and Physical Activity Plan B.pdf

EmailSubmission method
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9 June 2022 

Submission to Whanganui District Council 

Open Space and Physical Activity Strategy  
Te Rautaki mō Ngā Wāhi Honohoho  

 
Introduction  
The New Zealand Walking Access Commission Ara Hīkoi Aotearoa (the ‘Commission’) is the Crown 
agency responsible for providing leadership on outdoor access issues. Our role is to provide New 
Zealanders with free, certain, enduring and practical access to the outdoors. We administer a national 
strategy on outdoor access, including tracks and trails. We map outdoor access, provide information to 
the public, oversee a code of responsible conduct in the outdoors, help resolve access disputes and 
negotiate new access. 

Our Submission 
The Commission congratulates the Whanganui District Council for developing this Draft Open Spaces 
and Physical Strategy, Te Rautaki mō Ngā Wāhi Honohoho. The Commission supports the direction 
outlined in this strategy which encourages safe, active transport connectivity and considers reducing 
our carbon footprint. The Commission also recognises the value of outdoor access, active and passive 
recreation in outdoor spaces, and the importance of access to open spaces included in the strategy. 

This document shows detailed links to other Council strategies, policies, bylaws and plans. It clearly 
shows how the draft strategy will influence other plans and how the plan itself has been developed 
regarding higher-level strategies. 

The Commission also strongly supports the emphasis on including the views of Tangata Whenua and 
incorporating te ao Māori and New Zealand European worldviews to support collective health and 
wellbeing. 

The Commission wishes to make the following points on the strategy. 

General 
The definition of the open space applies to land owned or administered by the Council, which means 
rail corridors, the Whanganui River and the Coastline are excluded. However, these corridors and open 
spaces can and do provide for non-active transport and can also provide opportunities for active 
transport and recreation. The rail corridor at the top of Victoria Avenue is a good example of using a 
rail corridor to take active transport away from the roading network. Likewise, as an open space, the 
Whanganui River provides different opportunities for active transport and recreation. The opportunity 
for every Whanganui child to experience the cultural and physical presence of the awa during their 
school life would be an enriching encounter that they would surely cherish throughout their life. 



  

Although not Council owned or administered, it would seem appropriate to acknowledge the role the 
rail corridors, the river and the coastline play in the provision of open space and physical activity 
opportunities for the Whanganui District. 

The footpath network, usually on road reserve (but separate from the formed road), provides 
recreational and active transport opportunities. These are better away from a road but can still be 
regarded as an open space. Unformed legal roads can also provide open space opportunities for 
trampers and walkers to use and enjoy, as can the coastal pathways. 

1.0 Introduction 
It may be worth noting in the strategy’s introduction that, although access to open spaces is important, 
it should be safe, sustainable and accessible by active transport modes. How access through open 
spaces is managed is also important for the safety and enjoyment of other users. 

3.0 Background and Issues 
Under the climate change issue, another opportunity for open spaces would be to provide pathways 
that encourage and enable more active transport. This would reduce the current heavy reliance on 
vehicles. Although walkway linkages are generally being provided in new subdivisions, Whanganui has 
an old network of pedestrian alleyways that could be considered part of a wider goal of providing more 
active transport routes in the established suburbs. 

The same concept of providing more active transport connections away from roads, for example, 
between housing areas/subdivisions and to parks and reserves, to schools and shops, and links to 
other tracks and trails, would apply under the safety issue. Taking the conflict between active and non-
active transportation away is an excellent way to improve safety for pedestrians and cyclists and has 
the bonus of improving the health of the active participants. 

5.0 Goals and Strategies 
Goal: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sports, recreation and play 
activities. 

Strategy: Improve inclusivity and accessibility for all types of users of our open spaces. 

Under this strategy, the Commission suggests a further bullet point could be added. 

• Facilitate safe, sustainable and active transport options to our open spaces. 

Summary 
The Commission is very supportive of the comprehensive strategy that has been produced by the 
Whanganui District Council and appreciates the opportunity to submit feedback on it. 

The Commission does not wish to be heard during the process. However, it would be happy to be a 
stakeholder in developing and implementing the new strategy. 
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

I have reservations regarding the submission process.

The track record is that WDC do not listen to recommendations from ratepayers.

Examples over the last few years have always favored WDC's own recommendations and not those of the 

community despite the order of priority.

Goals

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

I agree but this must be led by WDC as our community leaders. Provide quality spaces and facilities.

Take note of historical activities and discuss with community .

The key message is SUPPORT. WDC should not be involved with individual events or event management.

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

We must protect and enhance what we already have.

DisagreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Our history has been eroded over time in that we were once heralded as being the Sports city of New Zealand. 

This has long gone. An example of this is the closure of the World class Velodrome and the condition of Cooks 

gardens and many other venues round our city.

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

My view is that although we may have many facilities, many of them are in dire need of improvement. We need to 

bring that pride back to our community and encourage visitors to experience quality facilities.

DisagreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

We must first bring our spaces up to standard. To encourage use, facilities must be well maintained and managed. 

Our community must have pride in quality open spaces and facilities.

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.
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I would like to voice my huge disappointment in the lack of progress in developing the Velodrome into a Multi 

purpose stadium. To have the stadium closed for this length of time is criminal and should now be a priority . The 

Community has given a clear mandate that this facility be developed to a covered multi purpose facility. The pride 

this international stadium would bring our community is priceless. The economic benefit to our region is well 

documented.

It seems that we lack the vision to develop what we already have. That lack of vision always gets back to budgets. 

My view is that we need to focus on how do we increase that budget and the economy as this will fix many other 

problems.

I believe that the Cooks gardens complex (including the Velodrome) is a huge opportunity right under our noses in 

the middle of town. This is a great point of difference for us over many provincial towns .

Cooks Gardens should be governed in a similar way to the Spring-vale stadium model. I am bitterly disappointed 

at the lack of events and activities at Cooks and see that the entrance notices do not advertise "coming events". It 

is a given that Covid has caused disruption in the events sector. However good planning and marketing would 

have ensured we were well placed to hosting all manner of events now that we are in an "Orange" environment.

WDC should not be event managers, this has not worked for our community. The lack of communication from the 

"Event group" is very concerning. 

We are lacking real opportunities at Cooks. This was once the center for large events and promotions. The 

Heritage walking tour volunteers mention that they tour up to "Cooks" to show off the famous facility including the 

Velodrome, Peter Snell statue, the famous mile story and point out our Sports hall of fame which is embarrassingly 

behind locked doors????? Not a good look.

The development of Cooks should include much more grandstand seating, extend either side of the Mitre 10 

stand, grandstand both the eastern end and the western end, continue the drive way down to Cooks Street,  new 

updated PA equipment, Ticketing facilities at the St Hill street entrance, include the Multi purpose stadium under 

the new Cooks Management and Events team.

We must use our Open spaces and facilities to attract visitors and new residents to community and region . We must 

develop and maintain our existing facilities so that we can attract and develop events that provide economic benefit.

Our community must see economic benefit through events and visitors as indicated and documented in the development of 

the Velodrome /Multi- purpose stadium.

Further comments

OnlineSubmission method
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Goals

GOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

GOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

GOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

GOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Reason for response - because I have a question too...

(Please refer to the article in the River City Press of 12 May 2022, page 27, Community News, " Balance Aotearoa 

provides mental health support").

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

Your question of our open spaces meeting the needs of local communities now and in the future ...it struck a chord 

with me because I had just read the River City Press article about Balance and their efforts to maintain contacts 

during the restrictions of lockdowns etc.

At the bottom of the second column RCP tells us that support groups were run outdoors .

My question is ... are there enough open spaces provided for this initiative? I'm thinking of seating, accessibility and other 

requirements of the UNCRPD.

Further comments

DeliveredSubmission method
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Goals

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

AgreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

As a responsible dog owner, recently moved frim Wellington, I find Whanganui very restrictive on areas for well 

controlled dogs. I would like to suggest a review of dogs on lead being allowed at Bason Botanical gardens and at 

Viginia Lake. Both beautiful destinations that are not available to dog owners out walking. like to

GOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Thank you for the work the council makes on keeping the city tidy.

Further comments

OnlineSubmission method
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

I especially value the emphasis on biodiversity, climate change mitigation and encouraging active modes of 

transport.

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Having outdoor spaces that people want to be in will get people moving, socialising and enjoying the benefits of 

the outdoors. I think there is a shift away from organised sport (as noted in plan) and some of the sports grounds 

may serve the community better if they were biodiverse and visually interesting. This would allow for a wider 

demographic of people to use the spaces and for these spaces to support wellbeing in a broader sense (i.e. 

connection with nature, better supported eco-systems, a space for the community to informally meet). I am 

thinking of spaces like Gonville Domain, which is very rarely used for 'sport', an how it could become a thriving 

habitat (possibly even wetlands judging by how wet it gets) and an interesting place to explore. This kin of place is 

very lacking in this part of the city.

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

This is extremely important and I feel we need to do much more around this. We need to cut back on the use of 

synthetic chemicals on the land and allow these spaces to become bio-diverse. I would like to see more 'wild' 

spaces around the city.

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Our heritage is important but we must make sure that whet we do now is informed by the present situation and 

what we now know. Also, I would like to see more indigenous heritage given weight over colonial heritage. In terms 

of open spaces this could look like more indigenous planting and supporting bird corridors.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Having a range of open spaces for all people with their different abilities , life stages and interests is important. Our 

open spaces should also consider the broader eco-system as part of our community as we are not separate from 

the natural world.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

In relation to this I think we need to think about global warming and how inhospitable large concrete areas without 

trees are. Even now there is a large part of summer in which it is too hot and exposed for me to walk to places I 

want to go. More green spaces as corridors in our community would future proof our ability to use active transport 

in a harsher climate in addition to supporting other goals such as promoting bio-diversity.

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

Places that are give a sense of wildness are very important to our wellbeing both mentally and in a planetary 

sense. Although we have many green spaces, so many of them are sterile feeling with just grass and maybe a few 

trees on the edge. I recognise that sport plays a valuable role for many in the community but I think some of this 

space could be transformed into more wild spaces for the benefit of us and nature. I think this might have a 

positive impact on active transport too. Currently if I want a walk somewhere where I feel immersed in nature I 

need to use another form of transport to get there. When I lived in Wellington there were many ways I could walk 

around the city where most of my journey was through forest and wild feeling spaces. This made me want to walk 

and left me feeling really good.
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

I think that we have to look to future, to provide for open spaces and physical activities.

Goals

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Totally agree with health and well being.

AgreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Protection of our environment is something that we need to improve.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

We have an unique history in so many of our parks, it needs some sort of plaques  for information at each open 

space.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

I totally agree, but the standard of park mowing and maintenance has dropped considerable over the last few 

years.

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

If the maintain of the parks are improved, and the contractor follows the rules of conditions of the grade contract 

let for that park. And local communities should have say  in there area in keeping up the standard of the contract

Needing more cooperation from senior management, in the future to help with progress in making parks a better place to 

visit.

Further comments
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Goals

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

AgreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

AgreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

It would be nice to have an area where horse riders could happily go. All that is tequired is 1 to 2 mtrs if grass/sand 

next to a path. K8ds can ride their ponies, ppl can cycle and walk their dogs. We have ridden the length of nz and 

with 3 modalities (ride walk n bike)have never had an issue. It is something that we in nz are just so fortunate to be 

able to do and most bountry kids have ponies. It would create a better understanding between all ppl and be far 

safer then legally riding on a rd with tankers trucks screaming motorbikes. Please please please. It does not 

require much j7st a bit of space. We can ride through creeks and bogs so mostly do kot need bridges . Keep the 

freedom of all spirts and kids growing up in nz for everyone to enjoy. Remembering the horse was there 1st, 

helping build the towns n rds. Its not fair of the Mamils (middle aged man in lycra) to now confiscate the routes and 

ban the horse. Znd ps. Horsepoo is 100%organic, and most ppl try n get it for their gardens. Unlike cat n dog poo.
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

I welcome the statements that states the health & well-being of ALL people in the whole community will benefit 

from decisions made.

To this end I would like to ask what provision is being made for horse riders to have access to these open spaces ?

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Horse riding is of great benefit to riders' health & well-being. You only need to look at the the success for the 

Riding for The Disabled to clearly see this.

Please consider horse riding in any new cycleway, eg the Rapanui Road one: it needs to be a Multi Use Pathway 

so horses can be included. All we need is a mown strip next to the walk/cycle path

AgreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Our local beaches are an absolute asset to ride on, especially for those of us without farmland.

The drivers on our roads make it FAR too dangerous to ride on the roads .

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Horses have a unique & valuable part of Whanganui's history & heritage as a means of transport, in agriculture & 

business.

Their future heritage as being a part of healthy recreation also needs protecting.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Whole community INCLUDES the recreational requirements of horse riders to be able to enjoy the beaches and 

other open spaces

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

At the moment horse riders have access to the local beaches. This needs to continue in the future.

For the future, more consideration & communication with local riders, needs to be had so our future needs are 

met.

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

Include the needs of horse riders in all open space policies & proposals

I have personally experienced cyclists, walkers & horse riders successfully sharing Multi Use pathways in other places in 

NZ.

All it takes is communication, consideration & respect for & from all parties.

I am willing to talk to those in Council about this situation

Further comments
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General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Because of the big increase in obesity statistics and the decrease in physical activity and general wellbeing of our 

youth its more important than ever to provide attractive sporting and activity areas and facilities.

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Yes but we need to do much more.

AgreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

There are historic, heritage and unique spaces that are not maintained or promoted as well as they should be. e.g. 

Whanganui's only truly international sporting arena, Cooks Gardens, with the Velodrome left to deteriorate for too 

long and not being enhanced into an indoor events centre that had majority support by the public in a submission 

process more than once.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

The Velodrome and particularly with a roof would provide an all year round , in all weathers, indoor facility enabling 

a safe and protected arena most attractive to youth and elderly. This would be the biggest ' point of difference' 

exercise facility our city would have especially if an indoor athletic or skating track was included being the only one 

in Australasia. Major events guaranteed.

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Our cycle pathways are not good compared with the likes of Napier, New Plymouth, Taupo, Nelson, Cambridge 

etc. They don't link well and are too stop/start.

The one north of the cemetery looks like part of the road and the marker pegs are continually knocked over.

We need a pathway on the eastern side of the river from Upokongaro into the Railway Bridge to allow a longer 

non-traffic interrupted route. Also one out to the Bason Reserve would be good as this fantastic open space is not 

well known by even our local citizens.

Why does the Council go to the effort and cost of processing public submissions and referendum surveys then ignore what 

the majority clearly want.

Many people say, what is the point of doing a submission when the Council doesn't take any notice of the majority.

Further comments
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Goals

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

AgreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

AgreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

But: please see comment below.

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

Whanganui is pretty well endowed with parks and recreation facilities. We have plenty of open space for walking or 

biking, including the beaches, riverbank, Virginia Lake, the National Park for canoeing, swimming or walking.

Kowhai Park is a real attraction for children, especially from age 3.

However, it was pointed out to me by my son, who lives in Titirangi, Auckland, that there could be more 

super-safe, imaginative, enclosed small pocket parks where toddlers and pre-schoolers, plus primary-aged kids 

could run around freely.

Their local favourite parks are:

La Rosa Reserve in Green Bay and Craigavon Park, also in West Auckland. These are especially imaginative, 

constructed of low cost natural materials, have a variety of adventurous and more traditional activities (see saws, 

roundabouts etc). Parents can participate or watch children go off to explore by themselves , because the parks 

are fenced & gated.

** There are lots of images of these parks online. 

I live in Aramoho, I haven't seen any mini-parks in that vicinity, apart from school playgrounds. I wonder if this area 

could be considered for adding such a facility. There are a lot of families living in this fairly extensive suburb.
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

Goals

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

AgreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

The link to the river is paramount and consideration needs to be given to the walkway and cycleway around the 

bridges.  My husband and I often walk around the bridges.  When we walk from the town bridge around the 

motorway bridge we place ourselves in danger when the walkway under the bridge leads onto the side of the 

motorway.  The portion along the motorway needs to be fenced (similar to the town bridge walkway) and a 

pathway extended along to the footpath on Putiki drive.   At present it certainly is not safe to walk along the side of 

the road - especially with children, and especially with large trucks passing, and also noting that it is an "open 

speed" area.

I think that at present it is as if

It is also noted that the Wanganui Harrier Club have an annual event "Around the Bridges marathon, half marathon, 10 and 

5k run and walk, and that the motorway area is part of this.   Many visitors come from outside Whanganui for this event and 

it is not a good advertisement for the city.   It is a shame that a circular path around both these bridges has not been 

completed, perhaps something can be done about this as it seems to have been overlooked.

Further comments
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

It is vitally important in this age where sedentary pursuits are on the increase to make more opportunities through 

spaces and places available.

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Research shows that connecting with the natural environment has positive effects on peoples physical and mental 

well-being.

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

As the built environment continues to grow there is a need to protect and support our natural environment.

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

By protecting our heritage places and spaces we connect more easily with our past.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

However it is important to develop and build connectivity between spaces so that communities can access these 

easily.

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

As above, the building of walkways and cycleways is a very powerful way to promote and encourage people to 

move about the community to connect and appreciate the special places available.

Not only would building physical connections and access way between - to and from spaces and place - promote an 

appreciation for the special places but it also promotes and encourages healthy activity through walk, and cycling 'to and 

from'.

Further comments
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

These spaces are necessary and must be protected and enjoyed.

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Open spaces, parks, green spaces, are absolutely  necessary for health and well being.

Strongly agreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

This is especially important as biodiversity is often under threat. 

It is essential to include the wisdom from our iwi and hapu groups.

I am encouraged that community involvement, such as plantings, are part of the plan.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

We have the opportunity to tell the stories behind specific places in publications and information panels for people 

to read as they visit certain areas.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Yes, and I like that the strategy aims to make these areas more accessible for all.

I am especially interested in shared walking and cycling pathways.

Enhancing safety by environmental design is a cool idea.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

I think that green spaces will become more and more important within communities.

Many thanks.

Further comments
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General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

I support the draft strategy which is well compiled, as far as it goes.

However, the Strategy needs some well-defined and bold actions. 

Otherwise it will just become a document that will sit on the shelf for 3 years until the next review.. 

The document appears to just seek endorsement of the strategy, without encouraging suggestions on ways to 

achieve its goals..

The RVDT ( Regional Velodrome Development Trust) proposal to re-energise the velodrome by roofing it and 

providing a multi-purpose events facility is an example of a bold action which fits many of the objectives of the 

Strategy.

It satisfies the Vision Statement of “Vibrant Spaces supporting Healthy Communities” .

It supports 3 of the 4 well beings:-

• environmental – the design has been developed along environmental sustainability principles

• social well being – it supports participation in physical activity and group(social) connections

• economic – it would be an attractive and vibrant place attracting visitors, events and investments

It would certainly increase community pride.

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Yes, but we can’t just sit on what we’ve got. We must continue to develop our facilities, particularly our sporting 

facilities.

The velodrome is a world-class sporting facility, the only world class sporting facility in Whanganui, but has been 

neglected for too long.

The area inside the track is twice the size of the Memorial Hall forecourt and this significant space could be utilised 

for a wide range of sporting, cultural and artistic events.

AgreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

The design proposed by the RVDT, a tension-membrane structure, has been developed with environmentally 

sustainability principle’s in mind. It ensures use of the minimum possible material for the enclosure of the space – 

in short offering large spans at minimal cost.

PVC fabric membranes offer strength, UV resistance, light transmittance longevity and low weight-to-surface ratio. 

They have outstanding performance in terms of translucency, acoustics, energy use, thermal properties durability 

and maintenance.

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Cooks Gardens is an iconic Whanganui open space.

World Athletics has recently awarded a Heritage Plague to Cooks Gardens for “ an outstanding contribution to the 

worldwide history and development of the sport of track and field athletics and out of stadia athletic disciplines 

such as cross-country, mountain, road, trail and ultra running and race walking”

Cycling has a similar heritage but for the past decade has been forgotten in Whanganui.

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

A re-developed velodrome would provide a community space allowing wide participation by

community groups including, sports clubs, schools, corporates, and groups providing rehabilitation for the elderly 

and injured, all in a safe environment.

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future
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Of all sports cycling best embodies the model for a sustainable future. Of ever growing significance as a viable 

means of transport, and with huge growth as a mode of recreation,

Cycling is very much an activity of the current century, and competitive track cycling represents the pinnacle of 

cycling.

I refer you to a Chronicle article dated 29 April 2022, under the heading “City Booked Out”

Quoting from the article as follows:

“A co-founder of New Zealand’s biggest pro-am basketball tournament says continued investment, upgraded sports facilities 

and more accommodation will bring major sports events to Whanganui,

HoopNation co-founders Paul Berridge and KJ Allen launched their Junior Showcase in the city last year as an off shoot of 

the massive senior HoopNation Classic tournament which Whanganui lost to Tauranga in 2016”

There are other examples of lost opportunities.

Further comments
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Agree

Open spaces provide an alternative to the commercial centre of a town giving people a chance to enjoy fresh air 

and exercise and should be provided and accessible to people in all suburbs

Goals

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Agree with investigating river activities. Whanganui has such a potential here and coordination and integration of 

river activities should be a priority..

Partnerships with grouos important

AgreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Partnership with groups to achieve climate change goals important and supporting biodiversity and sustability also 

important. Increasing community awareness and advocating change in behaviour essential.

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

Open spaces in Whanganui are unique sites of historical importance which should be maintained. Information 

should be available but I would like to see many more interpretive plaques in appropriate places not just a reliance 

on online technology. Funding creative projects keeps the impetus and opens up new pathways.

AgreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

I agree with the proposals but 

1. SAFETY is not only crime prevention.

.  

2. ACCESS Good that council will establish a Disability User group.

3. If people are to be encouraged to have a picnic in the parks and open spaces many more SEATS AND 

BENCHES need to be provided.      (See below for more detail)

AgreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Each area needs easy convenient safe access to an open space

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.
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1. SAFETY is not only crime prevention.

People out for a walk are taking in the view, talking to companions, suddenly changing direction. to look at a tree 

or duck. At present  people have  to be conscious of someone speeding past. Those people should be using the 

road not a shared facility. There should be more speed restrictions and Slow Down written on the shared 

cycle/pedestrian walk way. As a pedestrian with a walker I don't feel safe as cyclists, skate boarders and now e 

scooters go too fast.  

2. ACCESS Good that council will establish a Disability User group.

Access to the Parks and open spaces must be for wheel chairs, pushchairs, people with walking sticks 

andwalkers. If there is a curb it is difficult to access eg in Queen's Park. 

3. If people are to be encouraged to have a picnic in the parks and open spaces many more SEATS AND 

BENCHES need to be provided.   a)in Queen's Park where at the moment there may be only one or two b) On the 

river bank near the Wairua where there is NO seating!! I have perched against a convenient pole. c) along the true 

left bank walkway following Anzac Parade hardly any seating between Dublin St and City bridges . d) Virginia Lake 

Reserve and in the Punch Bowl. e) on the west bank following Somme Parade there are several benches but there 

needs to be seating nearer the river bank not where traffic is going past over one 's shoulder when having a coffee 

or sandwich.

 It seems at present that people are expected to have their own camp seats in the car but a lot of people do not 

own a car. Sitting on the ground to  enjoy a picnic is lovely but some cannot get down to the ground or if they do it 

is tricky getting up again.
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Role

General Direction

Please indicate your overall level of agreement with the general direction for open spaces 

and physical activities set out in the strategy.

Strongly agree

A great way to encourage physical activity by creating outdoor spaces that the community are interested in . No 

point spending time and money on spaces that the majority of people wont use.

As a health care professional the importance of physical activity is vital. With the rising number of preventable 

health problems we see in the community a positive outdoor space will encourage exercise and therefore reduce 

this burden, especially within our Maori and pacific communities.

Goals

Strongly agreeGOAL: Our open spaces and physical activities support the health and wellbeing of all 

people in the community

Obesity is a huge preventable problem in our community. By creating open spaces that are accessible and peak 

the interest of the community we can begin to tackle the obesity issues.

AgreeGOAL: We value and protect our natural environment and biodiversity

Creating sperate areas for sports and leisure activities away from areas for preservation will help the wider 

community as well as our native wildlife and preservation areas.

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our open spaces celebrate Whanganui’s history, heritage and unique identity

AgreeGOAL: Our whole community can experience and enjoy our open spaces, sport, 

recreation and play activities

Ensuring that where possible, wheel chair accessibility is important to allow all members of the community to 

participate in outdoor activities.

Neither agree nor disagreeGOAL: Our open spaces meet the needs of local communities now and in the future

Need for more modern facilities

Please let us know if there is anything you would like to add that you think is missing in our 

draft strategy.

Disc golf is a up and coming sport which can be played by anyone despite and physical impairments. It is a gentle 

sport, not needing a lot of physical endurance and can be done while even walking the dog.

The disc golf baskets at Basin reserve are not accessible to anyone who can walk up a hill are are too big for the 

official frisbee discs ( the discs fall out of the basket). 

Basin Reserve would be a prefect place to design a 9-18 hole course, and needs only little start up to get it going. 

I'm sure people in the community would be happy to also sponsor a concrete pad and a basket each. You could 

name each hole after people or places, or even business in the district rising awareness for non locals

Disc golf is a popular sport and would attract people from around the country bring more money into our 

community.
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